Author guidelines

SHEDET publishes articles in English. Papers in Arabic may be accepted only in restricted cases and according to the editorial board decision.

Manuscripts shall be submitted by e-mail to shedt@fayoum.edu.eg

Manuscripts shall contain an abstract of about 10 lines.

At the bottom of the first page, the author shall provide contact details and professional affiliation, if any.

The submitted version is the final version. The editorial board assigns each article to at least two peer-reviewers specialized in the article’s field. The editorial board takes its final decision for each article on the basis of the peer-reviewers reports. It communicates its decision to every author.

Text formatting

The submitted article shall contain no tab or style-sheet. When necessary, the text shall be set in italic. Notes shall be put at the bottom of the page and automatically numbered from 1 to n.

The basic structure of the submitted article shall be defined by unnumbered headings. Each table or illustration shall be provided in a separate digital file. Illustration and table legends shall include the source, unless the element is published for the first time, the author (photographer, designer etc.), if any, and his/her affiliation.

Bibliographical references

In the footnotes, bibliographical references shall refer to the bibliography provided at the end of the article. They shall contain the author’s last name and a short version of the article/volume’s title.

E.g.:

Aslanapa, *Turkish Art* ; Ameen, “Travelers' Works As An Important Source” ; Grossmann “Madinet Madi”
“Manufacturing.”

Bibliographic references at the end of the article shall be drafted according to the following:

**Monograph**

**Collective work**

**Book, proceedings**

**Article**

**Chapter or article in a collective book**